
FLOATING GARDEN / EVOLVING SURFACE 
The bamboo poles propose a floating garden that leads to the experience of an unexpected garden 
whose floating condition becomes defined by the virtual surface that changes over time as the plants 
grow larger atop the bamboo poles. The visitor enters the garden through the permeable arranging 
of bamboo poles that modify their perception as the visitor walks towards the center. The top of the 
poles conform a virtual surface that descends towards the center of the garden and ascends towards 
the borders. As a result, the visitor eventually finds him/herself surrounded by a surface configured 
through the top ends of the standing poles, the borders being slightly taller that an average person. 
The experience leads to the consciousness of the self moving around the virtual surface of the lifted 
greenery in a process of introspection. The bamboo pole floating garden provides with the experience 
of a garden within a garden and the opportunity to concentrate on the surrounding surface that the 
pole tops configure around the visitor.
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GARDEN PLAN

A limited number of options have been chosen for the proposal. The choices are a direct consequence 
of the final location, the sun/shade conditions, and the degree of maintenance the garden will be 
subject to:

1_The Adiantum is perfect for shade and humus-rich, moist, 
well-drained sites. Many species are especially known for grow-
ing on rock walls, so they are easily grown with little amount of 
soil. They are distinctive in appearance, with dark, often black 
stipes and rachises, and bright green, often delicately cut leaf 
tissue. This delicate and voluminous aspect makes it a perfect 
match for the garden proposal. Our choices include the Maid-
enhair Fern and the Raddianum varieties. (fig. 1-2)

2_The Hakonechloa is a small, mostly shade-loving, clump-form-
ing, slowly spreading plant. The stalks cascade in a graceful 
rounded fountain shape. It and its cultivars are used as foliage 
plants in gardens in temperate climates. These grasses are nota-
ble for their texture and their colors as well as their general ease 
of maintenance. The leaves are thin and papery and resemble 
many forms of bamboo. The choices could include the Macra 
Aureola, the Macra Nicholas or the Beni Kaze varieties. (fig. 3-4)

3_The Cyperaceae are a family of monocotyledonous graminoid 
flowering plants known as sedges, which superficially resem-
ble grasses or rushes. While sedges may be found growing in 
almost all environments, many are associated with poor soils, 
a reason why it can be widely used in ecological practices. The 
options for the proposal could be the Carex Comans or the 
Cyperus varieties. (fig. 5-6)

4_The Aptenia is a succulent plant in the iceplant family known by 
the common names heartleaf iceplant and baby sun rose. This is 
a mat-forming perennial herb growing in flat clumps on the ground 
from a woody base. Stems reach up to about 60 centimeters long 
and direct sun is a perfect condition. Its far more vigorous growth 
and ability to root from small bits of stem makes it a good choice 
for the garden. Our choices would contemplate the Cordifolia and 
the Haeckeliana varieties. (fig. 7-8)
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SUGGESTED PLANTS







GARDEN ELEVATION

GARDEN EVOLUTION OVER TIME

But the pole tops are not just the end but the beginning of a new form of life: the 
poles are cut and hollowed out so as to contain a portion of soil and a plant that 
grows through time. The greenery sprouts from the end of the pole and wraps 
down the bamboo. As time goes by all the poles flourish like vertical planters that 
transform the skeleton of the initial bamboo structure into a softer green vertical 
construction that intentionally surrounds the visitor in a dramatic way as stations 
change. Therefore, the perception through time is a critical one in the proposed 
bamboo garden: Far from being a static experience, the bamboo garden intends to 
signify the changes that gardens go through in their lives.

As the planting on top of each pole grows the perceptions of the smell, the sound 
and the vision change. The design is expected to evolve dramatically over time as 
the naked vertical poles flourish, creating a sort of green heads that conform a new 
plant surface that seems to float above the tilted ground. Light, shadows, smell, 
sound, touch, everything is subject to the disposition of the changing greenery that 
gives form to the virtual surface created by the bamboo poles. The pole garden 
creates an architectural space whose configuration is achieved through a dual 
evolution: the growing of the plants atop the poles and the movement of the visitor 
through it. The resulting experience enhances the architectural nature and the nat-
ural architecture that happen simultaneously.
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4'' bamboo pole

Bamboo pole to be weather-proofed 
with a matte transparent varnish

Diagonal cut to facilitate 
embedding in site ground 

Total length varies from 6’ (tallest)
to 1.5’ (shortest)

5% inclination as shown in 
design

Net to be made out of natural fibers 
-100% cotton or similar- to avoid soil 
from falling into hollow bamboo

Compacted soil as site preparation

Transverse cut at least 1’ away 
from first knot 

Suggested plants

1’ hollow bamboo pole

The use of bamboo is not gratuitous: There is a clear statement on a new awareness on the 
use of sustainable materials in our actions. The use of construction techniques and materials 
that emphasize a respectful and mutually enriching understanding between man and nature 
is demonstrated here by the use of bamboo as the means to configure the new spatial garden. 
Utilizing natural materials with barely any finish does not mean a renounce to an architectural 
form but actually enhances a floating garden defined by a surface through which the senses of 
the observer will fly.
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GARDEN GEOMETRY BAMBOO INSTALLATION


